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Creating awareness to celebrate the Kite Festival responsibly
Photograph : MGIS Uttarayan.tiff
AOI: Environment and Community & Service

On 13 January 2006, students of the Middle Years Program in 
Mahatma Gandhi International School went on a rally to 
spread awareness about Uttarayan, a traditional kite flying 
festival celebrated on 14 January every year. This festival was 
conceived to celebrate the change of weather. The sky be-
comes colourful with a plethora of kites and each one tries to 
cut the kite of the other. Over the years, kite makers began 
putting glass in the thread which in turn proves to be lethal for 
birds and people on two-wheelers. The rally was done in two 
languages: Gujarati (local language) and English to reach out 

to maximum number of people. 

After the rally, students became activists on their own and went around their locality to create aware-
ness about this issue and convince people to use thread without glass during Uttarayan.

Reviving an Old Tradition 
Photograph : MGIS Matka.jpeg (Picture on cover page)
AOI: Community and Service, Homo Faber, Approaches to Learning
12 March 2004

Genesis of the Matka Fridge Project
The project involved making a video programme on Matka Fridge Project (Matka Fridge is an 
Earthen refrigeration device), by 8th standard students aged around 14 years, of Mahatma Gandhi In-
ternational School in Ahmedabad, India. This is a unique example of the use of Development Com-
munication for Sustainable Development to bring about social change.

The idea for this project hatched when the Principal of Mahatma Gandhi International School (MGIS) 
visited Bopal Primary School (BPS), a rural, government-run school.  Like most government-run 
schools in India, BPS caters to the most disadvantaged and underprivileged children in society.  In 
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BPS the students come from lower middle class and poor families and seldom have any chance to in-
teract with students of any other urban schools.

MGIS and BPS collaborated to create twenty-five matka fridges at a subsided rate for the villagers of 
Bopal. They created eco-friendly bags, lanterns, cards, face-packs etc. and sold them in an Exhibition 
held in school. Through the money generated, they gave reduced the selling price of the matka fridge 
and could reach out to more households. Through this interdisciplinary project, they learnt human val-
ues and brought about a concrete and constructive change in the lives of the students and the families 
in Bopal. The video made by students has been screened at several national and international confer-
ences and has had an impact on the minds of those who have seen it. It was also screened to the then 
President of India, Dr. Abdul Kalaam and he greatly appreciated the work of the students and the spirit 
of the school. 

Revival of a traditional device
Matka is the Hindi word for an earthen pot or pitcher, a vessel traditionally used across the country for 
storing potable water.

The Matka Fridge is an appliance that was used in desert regions years ago. It consists of two clay 
pots.  One pot is trimmed to 60% of its original height and the pots are placed inside each other.  A 
small gap exists in between these two pots which acts as a water compartment.  The two pots are 
joined with cement, making the water compartment sealed. A hole, one centimeter in diameter, is made 
in order to fill the compartment with water.  The top pot is dry on the inside and can store food or 
vegetables.  The first earthen pot keeps the water cool, and in turn, the water cools the clay of the sec-
ond pot above, in which food items are kept.  

The matka fridge is no longer seen in Indian homes even though it is almost a necessity, considering 
the climatic conditions, power shortage and the economic status of the people.  The revival of the de-
vice was therefore very relevant and important.  

Consumer Awareness
Photograph: MGIS Creating Consumer Awareness.jpeg
AOI: Health and Social Education
24 October 2007

Students of Primary ran the school café. They stud-
ied the importance of eating unadulterated and 
healthy food. After finalizing the dishes and studying 
the nutritional value of each, they went to the nearby 
super market to buy the ingredients. They compared 
prices, keeping in mind the budget for the running 
the school café. Having learnt about nutrition and 
adulteration prior to this visit, they carefully scruti-
nized each thing they bought. After that, they cooked 
and sold their dishes to the school community, kept 
accounts, marketed their food, shared their knowl-
edge and understanding to those who came to eat in 
the café...most important of all, they had fun. 

After working collectively they educated the school community on the above mentioned issues, stu-
dents became more conscious of their food habits and some went on to educate their families and 
friends. 

Overcoming Social Apartheid
Photograph : MGIS Rakshabandhan.jpeg
16 August 2007
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Rakshabandhan is a traditional 
Indian festival where sisters 
ties bracelets to their brothers 
to demonstrate fraternity and 
love. This festival holds a lot 
of value among the young and 
the old even today. 

On this day, the girls of Ma-
hatma Gandhi International 
School went out on the streets 
and tied bracelets to rag pick-
ers. The emotion was so strong 
that many had tears in their 
eyes and even bowed down to 
touch the feet of the students. 
Often, the rag pickers are con-
sidered ‘untouchables’ and any 

contact with them is avoided. By 
reaching out to them, caste barriers had to be transcended and for many it was an experience that 
taught them to rise above social apartheid.   

Breaking Taboos
Photograph: MGIS helping AIDS patient.jpeg
AOI: Health and Social Education
12 February 2008

AIDS patients are ostracized in India and often the poor are 
vulnerable to the disease as well as the social attacks. With the 
number of AIDS patients increasing by the hour, it became es-
sential to discuss this taboo subject and reach out to those who 
need help. 

 Students of grade 6 studied about this subject, collected 
money through their Banking project and used it to help an 
AIDS afflicted family with medicines and other material needs 
of the patients. 

Reaching Out to the Elderly
Photograph: MGIS in Old Age Home.jpeg
AOI: Community and Service
24 December 2006

In India, there is no social security system, children take care of 
their parents in their old age. In recent times, more and more old 
parents are having to live on their own. Since this is a new trend, 
the parents feel all the more isolated as it is a new social phe-
nomenon. 

 Mahatma Gandhi International School students went to 
Old Age Homes and tried to bring smiles on their faces by putting up a show for them, dancing, sing-
ing… 
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Reviving Gandhiji’s 
Charkha
Photograph: MGIS Reviving Gandhi’s 
Charkha.jpeg
2 October 2007

Students of standard 8 studied about 
peacemakers throughout the world and 
also learnt important virtues such as pa-
tience, perseverance and team work 
through the Charkha Project. Charkha is 
the Indian word for the spinning wheel, it  
was popularized by Mahatma Gandhi 
during the struggle for freedom in a bid 

to help Indians be self reliant. Khadi which is the cloth created out of the threads woven out of the 
charkha is fast fading into oblivion. This project had a two fold objective: 

•  To understand the relevance of the Charkha and Khadi today and in turn making others aware 
about it.

•  To study about leading historical figures who fought for peace.

In this picture, students of MGIS are teaching how to spin the 
Charkha to one of the teachers of Mercedes College, Australia 
who visited the school as part of an exchange program. An under-
privileged student from MGIS is teaching the art of spinning to 
the Australian teacher. This picture is a beautiful example of inter-
cultural awareness, social responsibility and integration.

Celebrating responsibly
Photograph : MGIS Holi.jpeg
AOI: Environment
18 March 2008

Holi is a traditional Indian festival in which friends smother each with a paste of colour to celebrate . 
Over the years, there was rampant use of chemical colours harmful for the environment as well as the 
person on whom it has been applied. In school, we create awareness about the issue, put organic col-
ours at the disposal of the students and celebrate this festival in a natural way, the way it was presuma-
bly conceived. 

 By creating awareness through events that touch their daily lives, social awareness and change 
have more impact. 

                                                                 -----------------------

Every identifiable person on the photographs have given permission for these pictures to be published 
on the cover of the Conference Program Book. 
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